Allocating resources to a mobile terminal over a short period of time, providing quality of service over wireless networks is the most stressing point for service providers. High degree of sharing is efficient, but requires service protection mechanisms to guarantee the Quality of service. In this paper we propose the multi cell interference on overall radio resource utilization. We also propose a joint management of interference within and between cells for allocation of radio resources, results are showing that there is a significant improvement in the resource utilization so that overall network performance is improved
INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication is one of the most thrust areas in mobile cellular system which has evolved in many countries. The major challenge in cellular communication is supporting multimedia content and real-time services over wireless network. Wireless channel condition is affected by many factors such as fading, shadowing and interference which degrade the quality of the signal and cause delay, which will affect the total capacity of the system. In addition to this, two forms of interferences, inter-cell interference that occurs between cells and intra-cell interference caused by own users can be distinguished. In order to achieve efficient resource utilization in all sorts of deployment scenarios and Q o S requirements in the future wireless cellular systems, the new resource allocation method must be developed.
The main difference between uplink and downlink transmissions is the fact that in the first case each user is affected by its individual channel, whereas the signals arriving at a certain mobile are passed through the same channel in the downlink, but need a perfect power control that ensures the same power level for all users at the receiver. If multiple access or co-channel interference in cellular networks disturbs the transmission, interferers that are separable in space can be suppressed with multiple antennas, resulting in an improved Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR). Assessing the quality of resource allocation, one can distinguish cell capacity achieved in the system with fairness amongst users, in terms of offered transmission opportunities. The trade-off between cell capacity and fairness is very important in a scheduling algorithm while allocating resources. The objective of the allocation scheme is to maximize total network utility can be utilized for optimal resource allocation. [1] In this paper, we discuss inter cell interference problem of scheduling process by introducing load matrix concept and using HSUPA. [4] [6].
INTERFERENCE IN CELLS
A cellular system consists of many cells with channels (timeslots, bandwidth, or codes) reused at spatially separate locations. Due to the fundamental nature of wireless propagation, transmissions in a cell are not limited to within that cell, and thus there is inter cell interference between users and base stations, that use the same channels. The majority of current systems are interference limited rather than noise limited. Interference is part of every mobile cellular communications system, and it constitutes a limitation to both radio network capacity and quality of service provided to users [3] . Inter cell interference is managed via averaging of the effects of multiple interferers. It is more effective in the uplink than in the downlink. Interference averaging also allows statistical multiplexing of busty users, thus increasing system capacity.
Resource allocation schemes in the uplink are of two categories, distributed and centralized. The objective of distributed allocation is to reduce the complexity to the Radio Network Controller (RNC). This scheme does not know the channel conditions of adjacent cells. Where as in case of centralized schemes, the network controller is responsible for allocating the resources in every cell.On the forward link, the data is split by the RNC to a number of base stations and the received data is combined by the mobile terminal. On the reverse link, the participating base stations forward the received data to the serving RNC to combine. [12] In interference limited systems, the uplink capacity is limited by the total transmitted power at the base station and this power was limited by uplink capacity. Inter cell interference calculation is done by multiplying the number of users in a cell by the average interference offered in this cell, this kind of calculation, being suitable for real-time interference simulations based on the number of users, their path loss, slow fading, and the cell area. But in uplink, inter cell interference density analysis is performed by assuming perfect power control. The number of users is taken into account, as well as the received signal power and the activity factor according to the user's service calculates the average inter cell interference per cell. [7] Usually, in radio network planning, a fixed value is taken for the inter-to-intra cell interferences ratio (i factor) 0.65, as well as for the interference margin in the power budget is 3 dB. The inter cell interference will be particularly significant when inter cell users are near the cell boundary and when the frequency reuse factor is equal to one, hence it is a crucial factor and cannot be ignored in the scheduling process for future wireless cellular systems.
Interference Model
The performance of a high SINR user is dominated by intracell (or inter-user) interference, increasing number of users also results in increased intracell interference and an orthogonal access benefits by eliminating the intracell interference. We know that as the other-cell to owncell signal ratio increases, the performance is dominated by other-cell interference rather than only by intracell interference. [8] Therefore, in case of heavy inter-cell interference, the gains of orthogonal access over non-orthogonal access go down.
Intra -Cell Model
The intracell interference limits the maximum achievable data rates and limits the capacity of the uplink. This model calculates the average inter-cell interference per cell, being necessary to use a user distribution in the cell area. The calculation of the intra-cell interference in Down link, on MT i is given by equation 1
Where P Total , BS is the total power transmitted by the Base Station (BS), P BS→MTi is the power transmitted by the BS to the (Mobile Terminal) MT in which interference is being calculated, and L BS→MTi is the propagation loss between BS and MT. The orthogonality factor α can take values between 0-1. In Uplink Interference is given by equation 2
Where P BSj←MT is the power received at BS j from an MT, η g is the activity factor of service g, N j,g is the number of MTs using service g on the cell of BS j , and G is the total number of services used.
Inter-Cell Model
Power control on the down link has less impact on inter cell interference than on the uplink because the downlink transmissions all originate from the cell center. Whereas Uplink transmissions can come from the cell boundaries. Hence need to focus more on the effect of power control on the uplink. In DL, the model used for inter-cell interference, in an MT using a service g is given by,
where P total ,BS j is, BS j's total transmitted power, N BS is the number of interfering BS's, r j -a is the path loss, a representing path loss exponent, ∆L j is associated to slow fading, following a statistical distribution with zero mean and a certain standard deviation, and r j represents the distance between the interfering BS j and the MT.
P BSj ←T Mk is BS j power received from the MT that is being covered by an adjacent cell k, N k,g is the number of users using service g in interfering cell k. A larger interference reduces SINR and hence increases user BER. Intercell interference can be reduced by separating cells operating on the same channel by a large distance.
International Journal Of Advanced Smart Sensor Network Systems ( IJASSN ), Vol 2, No.3, July Good cellular system designs are than the noise power. Figure.1 shows the RoT fluctuation due to inter cell. The RoT of a cell dramatically increases to above the threshold and rapidly decreases to below the threshold while allocating resources interference management this RoT should be close to threshold (RoT increases user terminals have to interference level at the base station. user terminals is limited by total received power capacity. [5] 
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In next generation networks a variety of services with different requirements real time communications, broadband Internet access, email services are expected. Consequently, packet scheduling mechanisms and an important role. The Radio resource allocation is a challenging problem in wireless netwo due to different channel conditions of user and radio resources to individual users in order to achieve maximum capacity while meeting the required quality of service. A contiguous resource allocation sc uplink and the downlink.
In uplink the distributed and centralised allocatio The resource allocation problem in utilize multiple and maximize the system capacity access control in conjunction with resource allocation mechanism, such as OFDM (orthogonal frequency division of subcarriers intelligently, the inefficiency issue can be handled. choices of scheduling performance and signalling overhead, multiple are defined.
In multiuser OFDMA systems, multiuser diversity can be easily achieved by the allocation of sub channels to users, and these channels are allocation problem for multiuser OFDMA systems has been extensively of resource allocation can be assessed by overall throughput and fairness. In a wireless network environment the trade-off between throughput and fairness is important for scheduling.
International designs are interference limited that is the interference power is much larger Figure. 1 shows the RoT fluctuation due to inter cell interference in a typical cell dramatically increases to above the threshold and rapidly decreases to below the threshold while allocating resources to users. But for ideal performance in terms of interference management this RoT should be close to threshold (RoT target ). As the u increases user terminals have to their transmit power substantially to overcome the increased interference level at the base station. Due to the fact that interference cell, the transmit power of total received power at the base station actually limits the uplink
E ALLOCATION
variety of services with different requirements are in demand, , broadband Internet access, email services are expected. Consequently, packet scheduling mechanisms and resource allocation techniques for QoS guarantees will play
The Radio resource allocation is a challenging problem in wireless netwo ent channel conditions of user and the main aim of resource allocation is to assign to individual users in order to achieve maximum capacity while meeting the A contiguous resource allocation scheme is defined for both the he distributed and centralised allocation schemes reduce the complexity of network. roblem in these systems causes inefficient use of radio spectrums and and maximize the system capacity, but they have to consider admission and access control in conjunction with resource allocation mechanism, subcarriers in wireless such as OFDM (orthogonal frequency division multiplexing) [9] [14] . Allocating different number intelligently, the inefficiency issue can be handled. In order to provide various choices of scheduling performance and signalling overhead, multiple resources allocation types ystems, multiuser diversity can be easily achieved by the allocation of sub channels are independent for each user, with this allocation problem for multiuser OFDMA systems has been extensively investigated. of resource allocation can be assessed by overall throughput and fairness. In a wireless network off between throughput and fairness is important for scheduling. is the interference power is much larger cell interference in a typical cell dramatically increases to above the threshold and rapidly decreases to . But for ideal performance in terms of ). As the uplink load their transmit power substantially to overcome the increased transmit power of at the base station actually limits the uplink are in demand, like , broadband Internet access, email services are expected. Consequently, guarantees will play The Radio resource allocation is a challenging problem in wireless networks the main aim of resource allocation is to assign to individual users in order to achieve maximum capacity while meeting the heme is defined for both the the complexity of network. spectrums and to they have to consider admission and subcarriers in wireless systems different number In order to provide various allocation types ystems, multiuser diversity can be easily achieved by the allocation of sub the resource investigated. The quality of resource allocation can be assessed by overall throughput and fairness. In a wireless network off between throughput and fairness is important for scheduling. Due to the nature of resource allocation (time and frequency), transmissions suffer no interference from within the cell and further see minimal interference from neighbouring cells. [11] 
CONCEPT OF LOAD MATRIX
The Load Matrix (LM) concept has the facility to joint management of interference within and between cells while allocating radio resources to users and this concept proposed intakes the intercell interference information into account in order to avoid RoT outage. In a multicell system one of the main challenge in resource allocation is the control of intercell interference. LM is a centralized scheduler, uses a database containing the load contribution of all active users in the network and it assigns radio resources to all active users in the network.The basic problem in the uplink scheduler is to assign appropriate transmission rate and time to all active users, result maximum radio resource utilization across the network while satisfying the QoS requirements of all the users. [13] The important factor in the resource allocation is the users transmit power. The constraints to be satisfied for a network of M users and N cells are
Constraint1: This constraint states that the maximum user power P i,max . For each active user i in the network, its transmit power P i must be maintained in an acceptable region defined as
Constrain2: The total received power at base station should be kept below a certain threshold for all N base stations in the network it uses Rise over Thermal noise (RoT) to represent the interference constraints.
RoTj ≤ RoT target j Є {1,………, N} (6) RoTj is the total in band received power fixed target value to maintain uplink interference level at the base station j (BS j ) over thermal noise. The RoTj for M active users in the network given below is used to estimate RoT of cells, can be written as
Constraint3 : The signal to noise plus interference ratio required at the serving base station j if rate k is being assign to the user to achieve a given frame error rate is SINR target,k . For each user, depending on its channel type and speed, each rate k has a minimum required SINR called SINR target,k . This constraint satisfies only by considering SINR target,k as SINR. Figure 2 . Centralize LM Scheduling in a 3G LTE System.
LM scheduling can be implemented in both centralized and decentralized strategies. In a central scheduler entity assigns radio resources to all the users in the network where as in decentralized scheduling each base station implemented with identical LM scheduling, Figure. 2 is implementation of LM scheduling for the 3 rd Generation Long-Term Evolution (3G LTE).
A centralized scheduler assigns radio resources to all the M users and N cells in the network, LM i,j is the load factor contribution by user i at BS j defined as
Where G ij is the channel gain from user i to BS j averaged over scheduling period, N' is the thermal noise and P i is the transmitted power. The LM i,j values stored in column j of LM database, RoT of cell j can be written ROT j =
SINR i,j can be written as
The required transmitted power for user i at rate k is,
If above all constraints are satisfied then only power P i,k is acceptable and user i will be scheduled for transmision. After that LM elements are updated and RoT is calculated for each cell using [10] . The performance of the LM scheduling has the best RoT over other algorithms because this scheduler significantly reduce the probability of the RoT exceeding its target. Priority functions are used to rank the uers in the scheduling process and make a balance between cell throughput and fairness.
A priority function in LM scheduling is introduced based on users load vector that includes intra and inter cell impact on the network and it tries to maximise the network capacity through these interference managements. In each base station the LM allocation process simultaneously increases allocated resources to avoid interference imbalance among the cells. A user with higher channel gain has highest priority it is evident that giving priority to a user with better channel condition increases the cell throughput but in a multicell network could have severe impact on the throughput of other cells. Hence a new priority approach to load matrix is the Global Proportional Priority (GPP) considers interference contribution of the user to other cells is defined as
Where G i,j is the total channel gain from under i to BS j averaged over the scheduling period. LM process uses Capacity Check (CC) process to assign rates to the highest priority user in each cell to update LM elements and while performing capacity checking it maintains overall performnace of the network. The CC operates on small margin around RoT target instead of a fixed RoT target threshold result much improved interference outage performance and higher resource utilization. [15] 
SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the LM concept a HSUPA system simulator is used in a simulation scenario consisting of 16 cells with 8 users in each cell randomly and uniformly distributed. The RoT is set at 5.23dB with carrier frequency of 2GHz and simulation time 20 sec. LM scheduler has the capability to maintain RoT not to exceed its target. LM scheduling is compared with Benchmark algorithm [2] to show effictiveness of Load Matrix concept and to carry the performance of resource allocation in terms of interference outage probability and average cell throughput. The user data, BPSK modulated signal and RoT response have been shown in figures 3,4 and 5. The figures 6,7 and 8 are for Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of RoT of inter cell, CDF of intra cell and Probability density function (PDF) of RoT. These diagrams demonstrate considerable performance in interference outage compared to benchmark algorithm in terms of cell th 
CONCLUSION
In this work we have evaluated system capacity and fairness performance of several transmission schemes with LM scheduling. LM concept is presented specifically to provide an efficient resource allocation by jointly considering inter cell and intracellular interferences before allocating radio resources. A novel approach towards efficient uplink scheduling is presented. We have developed a system level simulator for HSUPA system based on the proposed simulation conditions. The effect on the scheduling performance can be observed in the simulation results provided and these results indicate that selection of RoT as well as transmit power significantly affect the performance. By incorporating a new concept of separate margins for inter cell and intra cell interferences in the LM has better control over interferences results high overall network performance.
